Reference Books
Ref HB 99.7 .E528 1997  An Encyclopedia of Keynesian Economics
Ref HB 183.E26 2000  Economics
Ref HB 235 .U6 V35 2004  The Value of a Dollar
Ref HC 15.O94 2003  Oxford Encyclopedia of Economic History
Ref HC 59.3 .E26 2004  Economic Indicators
Ref HC 102.G35 1999  Gale Encyclopedia of U.S. Economic History
Ref HG 151.A15 2003  1001 Financial Words You Need to Know

Circulating Books
HB 71 .A72 2004  ARBA in Depth: Economics and Business
HB 72.L575 2002  Ethics, Economics and Politics
HB 74 .P65 S69 2004  Applied Economics
HB 74.P8 L479 2006  Freakonomics
HB 74.5 .W37 2006  Knowledge and the Wealth of Nations
HB 76 .C65 2004  The Changing Face of Economics: conversations with Cutting Edge Economists
HB 94 .S69 2006  On Classical Economics
HB 103 .S6 B83 2006  The Authentic Adam Smith
HB 131 .A76 2005  How to Think like an Economist
HB 171 .B862 1995  From Here to Economy : a Shortcut to Economic Literacy
HB 171.W54 2002  Naked Economics: Undressing the Dismal Science
HB 171.5 .W3 2002  Economic Literacy : Basic economics with an Attitude
HC 21.H85 2003  Property and Prophets: The Evolution of Economic Institutions and Ideologies
HC 106.82 .B584 2001  The Fabulous Decade : Macroeconomic Lessons from the 1990s .
HD 75.6 .E348 2004  Ecological Economics
HD 2757.2.G45 2000  Monopolies in America: Empire Builders and Enemies - Gould to Gates
HQ 1381 .S73 2003  The Status of Women in Classical Economic Thought
PN 6071.M55 L58 2003  The Literary Book of Economics

Magazines / Journals / Newspapers
American Business Review  Inc.
Business Week  Investor's Business Daily
Economist  Money
Far Eastern Economic Review  Newsweek
Forbes  Time
Fortune.  U.S. News& World Report
Houston Business Daily  Wall Street Journal
Videos & Dvds
HB74.P8 T9 2007  Freakonomics: with Levitt and Dubner
HB 103.K47 S64 1998  Spend and Prosper a Portrait of John Maynard Keynes
HB 103.56 A325 2000  Adam Smith and the Wealth of Nations
HB 172.5 .F57 1991  Fiscal Policy.
HB 601 .S87 1996  Supply Theory : the Behavior of Profit-Maximizing Firms
HD 5710 .U5 1996  Unemployment, Inflation, and National Output
HF 5415.33 .U6 A345  Affluenza
HG 230.3 .M66 2000  Monetary Policy
HJ 192.5.F5 1996  Fiscal Policy and the Deficit
RA448.4 .U53 20  Unnatural causes: is inequality making us sick?

Lone Star College Databases with Economic Content
Academic Source Complete  JSTOR
Business and Company Resource Center  Proquest Regional Newspapers
Business Source Complete  Proquest Research Library
CQ Researcher

Internet Resources
Amos Web
Economics with a touch of whimsy
www.amosweb.com

Economic History Services
Provides a wide range of internet-based services to economic historians, historians of economics, economists, historians, related social scientists and the public.
http://eh.net/

Finance Resources on the Web
Gateway to other internet resources from a New York University professor of finance
http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/%7Eigiddy/

Resources for Economists on the Internet
Information for economists from the American Economic Association
http://rfe.org/

Economics Statistics Briefing Room
Easy access to current Federal economic indicators
http://www.whitehouse.gov/fsbr/esbr.html

OSU Virtual Finance Library
Resource of Ohio State's Department of Finance
http://fisher.osu.edu/fin/overview.htm

Yale Global Online
Globalization of the economy
http://yaleglobal.yale.edu